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Foreword
This thesis guide has been prepared to support the Master’s degree thesis process at Lapland University of Applied Sciences. The objective
of the Master’s degree thesis is to develop and demonstrate an ability to apply research information and use the selected methods to
analyse and solve working life problems as well as skills for independent demanding expert tasks.
We have revamped our Master’s Degree Thesis Guide for 2019–2021. The guide includes procedures and practices from topic selection
to publication and applies to all Master’s degree programmes. In addition to these instructions, various degree programmes may also
have their own procedures, which are presented at separate meetings.
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1 The Master’s Thesis
1.1 OBJECTIVES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE STUDIES
Master’s degree studies at Universities of Applied Sciences include advanced professional studies, elective studies and a thesis.1
The general objective for studies leading to a polytechnic Master’s degree is to provide students with:
Extensive, in-depth information and the theoretical knowledge needed to work as a developer of the labour market through demanding
expert and leadership positions
1. An in-depth vision of the professional field in question and its position in the labour market and in society, and the ability to
follow and understand the development of research and professional practices in the field
2. The necessary abilities for lifelong learning and continuous development of their own professional competence
3. Good communication and language skills for use in their professional field and when operating and collaborating internationally.
The applied research and development carried out in Universities of Applied Sciences supports the teaching given and contributes to the
development of the professional field in question, as well as the employment it offers.

1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS
The aim of the thesis is to develop and demonstrate the students’ ability to apply research data, to use selected methods for analysing
and solving workplace problems and to carry out demanding specialist tasks independently.
In Master’s degrees, the thesis process contributes to the development of the student’s competence from the very start of the studies.
The thesis is a research or development task based on ongoing studies, existing theoretical data in the field of expertise and empirical
data acquired in the workplace. The objective of the thesis is to generate, produce and develop competence for the needs of the workplace
and for other development projects.
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The Master’s thesis encompasses 30 credits and includes a research dimension and a practical development dimension. The premise
is to form a knowledge-generating process that combines documented evidence-based data created through development efforts with a
research-oriented approach. The thesis could be described as a research-oriented development project.
The knowledge arising from Master’s theses can be structured in terms of:
• The descriptive level (knowledge in practice), where descriptions of the purpose, objectives and process of the research and
development task take centre stage;
• The explanatory level (knowledge of practice), where analyses based on theories, methodologies and careful documentation are
the focal point; and
• The developmental level (knowledge for practice), focusing on developing work and the work community, generating new
knowledge and fostering the development of the field.
All three levels are combined in Master’s theses. Descriptive approaches to the task are not enough; it is essential to carry out development
work, analysing its theoretical foundations and evaluating the process through careful documentation.

1.3 THE THESIS PROCESS
The thesis is a gradual learning process, passing through the following stages:
• Analysis stage, characterized by familiarization with the phenomena at hand, information gathering and processing, and
justification of the topic choice. The topic must be closely linked to developing the student’s personal competence, job, career or
workplace. It should also aim to produce new knowledge for broader use in the field
• Planning stage, which examines the significance of acquired information through reflection, interpretation and comparison
with prior experiences. Careful and systematic planning forms an essential part of development work.
• At the planning stage, an overall plan is drawn up for the development process, including the approach, methodology,
implementation process and evaluation methods for the process and its results.
• Implementation stage, where the research and development task is carried out in accordance with the plan. Students evaluate
and monitor the development process and share their experiences. The process may also involve a reassessment of the targets
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and methodologies chosen for the development work. Optimally, the research and development task should be completed as a
shared process by acommunity.
• Evaluation stage, which examines the usability, transferability, reliability and ethics of the development process. The final
evaluation may also consider the commercialisation or business opportunities of the results, and bring up further challenges
identified through the process.
• Publication stage, where the thesis or project report is delivered and presented.
The thesis process involves research and development methodology studies and seminar work (Chart 1). All the other studies included
in the Master’s degree also support the thesis project. The objective of seminars is to discuss the topics under analysis in the development
projects and further the progress of the thesis.
A Master’s thesis can be written by one student or a small group of students or by a multidisciplinary group comprising several fields
of study. A responsible supervisor who has completed a postgraduate degree is appointed by the University of Applied Sciences for each
thesis. Depending on the topic, the thesis may also involve a subject-specific supervisor and a representative of the stakeholder/workplace
in question. Multidisciplinary thesis work groups have one supervisor appointed by the degree programme.
Working on a thesis develops the students’ professional knowledge and competence, fosters a developmental and research-oriented
approach to work and improves cooperation, interaction and networking skills.
As their development competence evolves, students learn to:

• Acquire and handle in-depth information in their field of expertise and in other related fields, evaluate it critically, see things
holistically and generate new knowledge
• Master research and development methods and independently carry out R&D projects to develop the field
• Carry out creative and innovative problem-solving in the changing workplace, applying existing data in the field
• Take initiatives and adopt a developmental approach to work
• Know the elements of project work, participate in and manage projects.
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Through the development of societal and organisational and competence, students learn to:

• Know the operating environment and actors in their field, and understand the significance of social influence
• Know the rules and practices of the workplace and participate in coordinating, developing and managing organisations’
activities
• Critically evaluate new applications and solutions in the field
• Plan, organise and develop operations in changing practical situations
• Understand the widespread connections and causal relationships between things and work with limited information in
situations requiring multidisciplinary competence in the field.
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Figure 1. Progress of the Thesis.
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1.4 PROJECT-BASED THESES
Theses carried out for an employer are known as project-based theses when one or more of the following criteria2 are fulfilled:
1. An employer pays the University of Applied Sciences or the student for completing the thesis, as agreed in writing before the
thesis begins
2. A workplace representative has been appointed as a thesis supervisor
3. An employer has commissioned the work with the express aim of utilising its outcomes in the employer’s operations3.
A bilateral agreement (Appendix 1) must always be drawn up in writing of project-based theses.

1.5 RIGHTS TO THESIS OUTCOMES
Some of the aspects of theses that are regulated by law include the various rights that arise to the outcomes of the student’s work,
including copyrights, patents and design rights. These must be agreed upon specifically between the student and the client of the thesis
when making the thesis agreement.

1.6 DISCLOSURE OF THE THESIS
Theses form a part of higher education degrees which is publicly evaluated. Assessed and approved theses immediately become public.
The public nature of theses helps to guarantee their objective and fair evaluation. Certain kinds of content included in theses – such as
companies’ business secrets – may in exceptional cases require the confidentiality of sections of a thesis. In these cases the thesis must
be structured so that the confidential information is included in background data that is kept separate from the main text and only
disclosed to the client. The disclosure and storage of the background data must be agreed separately in the thesis agreement (Appendix
1). The author and supervisor(s) of the thesis are bound by a duty of non-disclosure towards confidential information.
2)

Publication Data Collection Manual of the Ministry of Education and Culture 2014

3)

A thesis may also be related to the internal innovation work conducted at the university of applied sciences and form part of the institution’s own R&D operations.
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2 The Thesis Process
At a University of Applied Sciences, the Master’s thesis is an independent task carried out by students individually or in small teams.
The students are supported by one or more supervisors and a Communications lecturer from the University of Applied Sciences, as well
as, possibly, a representative of an external client of the thesis. The principal lecturer of the degree programme appoints the supervisor(s)
of the thesis. In project-based theses, the organisation that commissioned the work appoints a contact person who will represent them.

2.1 PARTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The student

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifies a thesis topic and has it approved
In the case of a project-based thesis, makes an agreement with Lapland University of Applied Sciences and the client (Appendix 1)
Makes a thesis plan, including (if there are several authors) a division of the related tasks
Formulates a schedule and abides by it
Keeps in touch with the thesis client and supervisor
Attends thesis seminars in accordance with the degree programme’s practices and schedules
Discusses any changes with the supervisors
Carries out and documents the work in accordance with general thesis reporting guidelines from the University of Applied Sciences
Books seminar times
Takes a maturity test
Asks the client for a statement on the thesis (Appendix 2)
Provides feedback on the thesis process (Appendix 3)
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• Submits the completed thesis and appendices 2 and 3 to the thesis instructor
• Conducts a peer assessment of another, finished thesis (Appendix 4) and provides a verbal assessment of the thesis in the thesis seminar
The thesis supervisor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Familiarises him/herself with the general requirements for a polytechnic Master’s thesis
Familiarises him/herself with good supervision practices and the general thesis guidelines of the University of Applied Sciences
Discusses the topic and objectives of the thesis with the principal lecturer of the degree programme, to ensure they fulfil the criteria
Informs the student(s) and client(s) of procedures in the case of the background data containing any confidential material
Approves the thesis plan with the senior teacher of the degree programme if the instructor does not have a postgraduate degree
Directs the learning process, assists in any problems and guides the ethical decisions taken at any stage of the work
Ensures the work is checked with a plagiarism checker
Provides instructions for a maturity test and assesses its contents
Is responsible for the thesis assessment together with another assessor
Gives the assessment feedback to the student (Appendix 5)
Collates all the materials related to the evaluation (Appendicies 2 and 3, seminar feedback, and the thesis and maturity test evaluations)
Supervises the publication of the thesis in line with practices at the University of Applied Sciences.

The Communications lecturer

• Guides the student in research-related communication
• Evaluates the linguistic aspects of the maturity test
• A lecturer in english communication evaluates the linguistic aspects of the abstract in english.
The principal lecturer of the degree programme

• Approves the thesis topic and appoints a supervisor
• If the instructor does not have a postgraduate degree, approves the thesis plan with the thesis instructor, including from the
perspective of the thesis publicity requirements
• Signs the agreement related to project-based theses with the client and student (Appendix 1)
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• Organises the seminars
• Gives the final grade to the thesis together with the supervisor.
A representative of the client

•
•
•
•

Signs the agreement related to project-based theses with the principal lecturer and student (Appendix 1)
Works with the student to set targets for the work
Ensures that the necessary work can be carried out in the company or organisation
Provides a written statement on the thesis (Appendix 2).

The student affairs office or campusoffice

• Is in charge of archiving copies of the thesis.

2.2 THESIS TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION
The thesis topic must be significantly linked to the theme of the degree programme, the target competences and the student’s work. The
student formulates a topic proposal (two to three A4 pages) for the thesis. The topic proposal is used for approval of the topic, as a basis
for the presentation to the seminar group, and as an aid in further work. The proposal is a preliminary plan for the thesis, indicating
what the student intends to do, how and why, including:
• Names and contact details of author(s)
• Thesis topic and preliminary working title
• Name and contact details of clients
• Names of other parties involved
• Reasons for to pic choice
• Explanation of how the topic is linked to workplace development
• Objective of the thesis
• Preliminary plan of methodology
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• At least three written sources of information related to the thesis topic (prior research papers or journal or expert articles, of
which one must be in a foreign language)
• Schedule.
The topic proposal must be handed in to the principal lecturer of the degree programme. Having approved the topic, the principal
lecturer will appoint one or more supervisors from the University of Applied Sciences. A multidisciplinary thesis work group is supervised
by one principal lecturer.

2.3 THESIS PLAN
A thesis plan with a specific content structure must be drawn up for each thesis:
Introduction

•
•
•
•
•

Presentation and justification of thesis topic
Explanation of links between the topic, the student’s Master’s studies and the development of the workplace and the region
Description of the client’s practical problem or development need
Justification of the topic choice from various points of view, using bibliography
Presentation and recording of division of tasks, if there are several authors.

Aim, objectives and questions

• Presentation of the aim of the thesis as concisely and accurately as possible(in one sentence)
• Setting of the thesis objectives: whom the thesis will benefit and how, and what can be achieved through the thesis
• Description of the question(s) that the thesis will seek to answer, based on the aim and objectives.
Information sources appropriate to the profession and the development task

• Definition of the main concepts related to the topic and the chosen perspective
• Description of the operating environment for the development task
• Presentation of the theoretical framework, analysing previous studies, theses and literature on or around the topic
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• Presentation and justification of data collection process and methods
• Reasoned explanation of the links between the theoretical and methodological portions of the thesis.
Methodology

• Description of the research or development method that will be used
• Presentation of the desired results, development plan or other outcome, and how they will be reported
The thesis plan is approved by the thesis supervisor. After this, the student presents it to other students at the interim seminar and
receives peer feedback.

2.4 REPORTING
Students are recommended to begin writing their reports as early as possible during the thesis process. Advice on reporting is provided
by the Communications lecturer and the thesis supervisor. The report must be submitted for comments to the supervisor and (if
applicable) the client in accordance with the agreed schedule.
The written report of the thesis must be made in accordance with the reporting instructions given by the University of Applied Sciences
(www.lapinamk.fi). Instructions for multidisciplinary thesis work group reporting practices are provided in Moodle.

2.5 SEMINARS
Seminar work is a central form of supervision and guidance in the thesis process. Explaining and justifying one’s own work to others
furthers learning. By preparing well for their seminars, students can further the progress of their theses. In addition to comments from
the thesis supervisor, students receive peer mentoring from their opponents and other students. Feedback from the client can also be
discussed in seminars.
Seminars are arranged in at least three stages. At the start of the thesis process, students present their topics to their thesis group and
receive feedback, according to which they can fine- tune the topic in line with the degree programme’s accepted practices.
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At the interim seminar, students discuss questions posed by the authors, opponents and supervisor together. An opponent for the
interim and final seminars is set for each thesis by the student, the supervisor and the principal lecturer in collaboration. The thesis
author must agree on a schedule and hand in the interim seminar presentation and any supporting materials to the supervisor and the
opponent in good time, to allow them to prepare.
The final seminar, which may be carried out as a webinar, is for completed works. The seminar is an open and public event. Because
the seminars are public, students must take into account any confidential matters that may be related to the work and will not be
published in the final thesis. The student must submit the completed work to the thesis supervisor and the opponent one week before
the final seminar.
The student must invite the thesis client to the final seminar. The final seminar comprises the following elements:
• Opening of the session
• Presentation of the work (approx. 30 minutes)
• Peer assessment (approx. 15 minutes)
• Statement by the client (if applicable)
• General discussion
• Feedback by the supervisor
• Closing of the session
A maximum of one hour per thesis is reserved for the final seminar.
The student must present:
• The purpose, objectives and delimitations of the project
• A summary of the information sources, data collection and methodology of the work
• The outcomes of the work.
The emphasis of the final seminar is on presenting the results and outcomes of the thesis or development project, and on the evaluation
of the process. Use of a pictorial summary is recommended in the presentation.
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After the presentation, the opponent carries out the opposition. The opponent’s job is to evaluate the thesis,not to criticise it. The
opponent should prepare a few critical questions and provide an overall assessment of the work (Appendix 4).
The opponent’s presentation is followed by words from the client (if applicable) and general discussion. To conclude, the supervisor
gives a verbal statement on the work.
In addition to the verbal statement given at the seminar, the supervisor must make a written statement on the thesis (Appendix 5) to
give to the student.

2.6 PUBLICATION OF THE THESIS
Permission to publish the thesis is given by the supervisor, after which the student will publish and file the thesis according to practices
at the University of Applied Sciences. The publication of a multidisciplinary thesis work group is filed by the group’s supervisor.
If the work was done for a client, the student must hand in the work to the client.
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3 Evaluation
3.1 EVALUATION PRACTICES
The thesis evaluation is done by the supervisor. Theses are assessed on a scale of Very Good (5), Good (4 or 3), Satisfactory (2 or 1) or Fail.
The evaluation should only cover the public elements of the thesis and be based on the written report, the process, the student’s seminar
presentation, the information obtained by the supervisor on the student’s progress in the topic during the process, and the written
statement obtained from the client.
The client who commissioned the thesis provides feedback on the success of the thesis from their point of view, on a specific form
(Appendix 2), upon request by the student.
The supervisor requests written feedback on the thesis process from the author of the thesis (Appendix 3). This is used for continuous
development of the thesis and supervision process. The student submits the forms to the supervisor and the feedback is handled and
filed according to the practices at the university of applied sciences.
Students who are dissatisfied with their grades may request a review. Reviews are regulated by law in the Polytechnics Decree 1129/2014.
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3.2 EVALUATION CRITERIA
Assessment
criteria
Mastery of
the topic and
objectives

Very Good (5)

Good (4)

Good (3)

Satisfactory (2)

Satisfactory (1)

• The choice of topic is
significant, topical and
innovative from the
perspective of working
life development.

• The choice of topic
is significant, topical
and clearly justified
from the perspective
of working life
development.
• The mastery of the
topic reflects the
student’s professional
expertise and
advanced competence.
• Appropriate objectives
that are well targeted
at working life
development have
been set for the thesis.
• The objectives set for
the thesis have been
achieved well.

• The choice of topic
is useful and well
justified from the
perspective of working
life development.
• The mastery of the
topic reflects the
student’s professional
expertise and
competence.
• Appropriate objectives
that are well targeted
at working life
development have
been set for the thesis.
• The objectives set for
the thesis have been
achieved fairly well.

• The choice of topic
is useful from the
perspective of working
life development, but
the justifications are
brief.
• The mastery of
the topic reflects
the student’s
professionalism and
some competence on
the subject.
• Appropriate objectives
that are targeted
at working life
development have
been set for the thesis.
• The objectives set for
the thesis have been
achieved in part.

• The choice of topic
only has a weak
connection to working
life development, and
the justifications are
inadequate.
• The mastery of
the topic reflects
the student’s
professionalism, but
his/her knowledge is
poor and unstructured.
• Objectives that are
targeted at working
life development have
been set for the thesis.
• The objectives set for
the thesis have been
achieved poorly.

• The mastery of the
topic reflects the
student’s broad
professional expertise
and excellent
development.
• Appropriate objectives
that are excellently
targeted at working
life development have
been set for the thesis.
• The objectives set for
the thesis have been
achieved very well.
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Knowledge base

• The knowledge base
is a very clear, logical
and consistent whole
as well as appropriate
for the thesis topic and
objectives.
• The sources are
critically selected,
reliable and current.
Research information
and international
sources have been
utilised significantly in
the sources.
• The student has used
various sources of
information diversely
and with excellent
judgement.
• The key concepts
have been defined
comprehensively and
analytically.
• Personal professional
know-how has been
utilised diversely and
interactively in the
thesis.

• The knowledge base
is clear and consistent
as well as appropriate
for the thesis topic and
objectives.
• The sources are
diverse, justified,
reliable and current.
Research information
and international
sources have been
utilised well in the
sources.
• The student has used
various sources of
information diversely
and as a synthesis.
• The key concepts
have been defined
comprehensively.
• Personal professional
know-how has been
utilised interactively in
the thesis.

• The knowledge base
is clear and consistent
as well as appropriate
for the thesis topic and
objectives.
• The sources are
justified, reliable and
current. Research
information and
international sources
have been utilised in
the sources.
• The student has
used various sources
of information
fairly diversely and
analytically.
• The key concepts
have been defined
comprehensively.
• Personal professional
know-how has been
utilised in the thesis
with the aim of
interactiveness.

• The knowledge base
is appropriate for
the thesis topic and
objectives.
• The sources are
relevant and current.
Research information
has been utilised in the
sources, but very few
international sources
have been used.
• The student has used
various sources of
information narrowly
but appropriately for
the topic.
• The key sources
have been defined
inadequately.
• The student has
attempted to utilise
personal professional
know-how
interactively.

• The knowledge base is
narrow for the thesis
topic and objectives.
• The sources are
relevant and mostly
current. Very little
research information
has been utilised in
the sources and no
international sources
have been used.
• The student has used
various sources of
information
• narrowly and
inconsistently with the
topic.
• The student has not
mastered the definition
of concepts.
• Primarily personal
professional knowhow has been utilised
in the thesis..
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Development and
methods

• The student has
selected research
and/or development
methods that are
highly suitable for
the topic and has
mastered them to
an excellent and
innovative extent.
• The student has used
data acquisition and
analysis methods in
the thesis creatively,
skilfully and very
appropriately.
• The thesis process
as a whole has
been executed
independently, with
logical progression
and very well justified
choices.
• During the process, the
student’s actions were
highly methodical
and goal-oriented,
and the process was
completed excellently.

• The student has
selected suitable
research and/or
development methods
for the topic and
has mastered them
appropriately.
• The student has used
data acquisition and
analysis methods in
the thesis skilfully and
appropriately.
• The thesis process
as a whole has
been executed
independently, with
logical progression and
well justified choices
during different phases
of the process.
• During the process,
the student’s actions
were methodical
and goal-oriented,
and the process was
completed well.
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• The student has
selected suitable
research and/or
development methods
for the topic and has
mastered them well.
• The student has used
data acquisition and
analysis methods
in the thesis
appropriately and
provided justifications.
• The thesis process
as a whole has
been executed
independently,
with mostly logical
progression and
appropriate choices
during different phases
of the process.
• During the process,
the student’s actions
were methodical
and goal-oriented,
and the process was
completed well.

• The student has
selected suitable
research and/or
development methods
for the topic but has
mastered them only
partly in addition to
some deficiencies.
• The student has used
data acquisition and
analysis methods
in the thesis
appropriately but
partly inconsistently.
• The thesis process
as a whole has
been executed fairly
independently but
there are some
deficiencies in the
logical progression of
the process and the
justification of choices.
• During the process,
the student needed
support with
methodological
actions and
completing the
process..

• The student has
selected suitable
research and/or
development methods
for the topic but has
mastered them only
partly with significant
deficiencies.
• The student has used
data acquisition and
analysis methods in
the thesis inadequately
and partly without
justifications.
• The thesis process
as a whole has
not been executed
very independently
and there are clear
deficiencies in the
logical progression of
the process and the
justification of choices.
• During the process,
the student needed
support during all
the stages and a
lot of support with
completing the
process.

Applicability
to working life
development and
reliability

• Clearly and
comprehensibly
justified conclusions
have been drawn from
the results from the
perspective of working
life development.
• The applicability of the
thesis is clear.
• The thesis greatly
benefits the
commissioning party,
and the results are
significant for working
life development.
• The student proposes
justified topics for
further research and/
or development that
are highly suited for
the results.
• The reliability of
the thesis has been
evaluated carefully,
comprehensively and
critically.

• Justified and
consistent conclusions
have been drawn from
the results from the
perspective of working
life development.
• The applicability of
the thesis is clear. •
The thesis benefits the
commissioning party,
and the results are
significant for working
life development.
• The student proposes
topics for further
research and/or
development that are
well suited for the
results.
• The reliability of
the thesis has been
evaluated carefully
and comprehensively.

• Consistent conclusions
have been drawn from
the results from the
perspective of working
life development.
• The applicability
of the thesis is
somewhat clear. • The
thesis benefits the
commissioning party,
and the results are
applicable for working
life development.
• The topics for further
research and/or
development proposed
by the student are
relevant.
• The reliability of
the thesis has been
evaluated carefully
and well.

• Few conclusions have
been drawn from
the results from the
perspective of working
life development.
• The applicability of the
thesis is somewhat
clear.
• The thesis benefits
the commissioning
party satisfactorily,
and the results
are satisfactorily
applicable for working
life development.
• The topics for further
research and/or
development proposed
by the student are
inadequately justified.
• The reliability of
the thesis has
been evaluated
satisfactorily.

• No conclusions have
been drawn from
the results from the
perspective of working
life development, or
the conclusions are
inconsistent.
• The applicability of the
thesis is unclear. • The
thesis poorly benefits
the commissioning
party, and the results
are poorly applicable
for working life
development.
• The student does not
propose justified topics
for further research
and/or development.
• The reliability of
the thesis has
been evaluated
inadequately.
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Language and
grammar and
interactive
presentation of
information

• The thesis content
structure is
impeccable, consistent
and firm.
• The language and
grammar of the text
represent excellent
expository text.
• The sources have
been used and cited
appropriately.
• The graphical
solutions of the thesis
are insightful and
illustrate the results
extremely well.
• The thesis follows
LAMK’s Master’s
degree thesis guide in
all ways.
• The student has
mastered the
requirements and
presentation methods
for presenting the
interactive information
of the thesis on an
excellent level.

• The thesis content
structure is consistent.
• The language and
grammar of the text
represent nearly
flawless expository
text.
• The sources have
been used and cited
appropriately.
• The graphical
solutions of the thesis
are insightful and
illustrate the results
well.
• The thesis follows
LAMK’s Master’s
degree thesis guide.
• The student can
communicate
about his/her thesis
interactively with
the skills required
for research and
professional activities.

• The thesis structure
is mostly consistently
structured.
• The language and
grammar of the
text represent good
expository text.
• The sources have
been used and cited
appropriately.
• The graphical
presentation of the
results is appropriate.
• The thesis mostly
follows LAMK’s
Master’s degree thesis
guide.
• The student can
communicate
about his/her thesis
interactively with the
skills required for
professional activities

• The thesis structure is
only partly consistently
structured.
• The language and
grammar of the text
are awkward but
mostly meet the
requirements for
expository text.
• The sources have
been used and cited
inadequately.
• There is also some
graphical presentation
of the results, but it is
inadequate.
• The thesis follows the
key parts of LAMK’s
Master’s degree thesis
guide.
• The student can
communicate about
his/her thesis primarily
with skills provided
by experiential
knowledge.

• The thesis structure
is inconsistent and
unstructured in terms
of content.
• The text contains
many errors, the
language is awkward
and it does not meet
all the requirements
for expository text.
• The sources have
been used and cited
inadequately and
inconsistently.
• The graphical
solutions of the thesis
are inconsistent and
inadequate in terms of
content.
• The thesis follows
LAMK’s Master’s
degree thesis guide
inadequately.
• The student
communicates
verbally about his/
her thesis with an
emphasis on the
descriptive level.

The criteria listed below apply to theses written by individual students. They are also applied, where applicable, to theses written by
more than one author. Detailed criteria for evaluation of the sewritten by team scan be found on the Lapland University of Applied
Sciences website.
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3.3 MATURITY TEST
The Master’s thesis at Universities of Applied Sciences includes a compulsory maturity test According to the Section 8 of the Polytechnics
Decree (1129/2014): “For the degree, the student must complete a maturity test on the subject of his/her thesis, demonstrating familiarity
with the subject and skills in the Finnish or Swedish language. The maturity test is a media release introducing the topic.
The student will complete the maturity test by writing a media release according to the practices of the University of Applied Sciences
(Appendix 6).
The subject-specific content of the maturity test is evaluated by the thesis supervisor. The maturity test is graded as Pass or Fail.

5)

If the student received his/her education abroad or in another language than Finnish, or received permission to write the thesis in another language than the

language of instruction, the Education Coordinator/Head of Master’s Degree Programmes will decide the language of the maturity test.
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Appendix
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APPENDIX 1 1(2)
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APPENDIX 1 2(2)
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APPENDIX 2
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APPENDIX 3
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APPENDIX 4
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APPENDIX 5
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APPENDIX 6
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